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FEES COMMISSION TERMS OF REFERENCE

The Commission shall enquire into, make findings, report on and make
recommendations on the following:

1. The feasibility of making higher education and training (higher education)
fees-free in South Africa, having regard to:

1.1 The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, all relevant higher and
basic education legislation, all findings and recommendations of the
various Presidential and Ministerial Task Teams, as well as all relevant
educational policies, reports and guidelines;

1.2 the multiple facets of financial sustainability, analysing and assessing the
role of government together with its agencies, students, institutions,
business sector and employers in funding higher education and training;
and

1.3 the institutional independence and autonomy which should occur vis a vis
the financial funding model.
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2. The Commissions Act, 1947 (Act No. 8 of 1947), shall apply to the
Commission, subject to such modifications and exemptions as may be
specified by proclamation from time to time.

3. The Commission shall submit interim reports and recommendations to
the President whenever it is necessary.

4. The Commission must complete its work within a period of 8 (eight)
months from the date hereof and must submit its final report to the
President within a period of 2 (two) months after the date on which the
Commission completes its work.

5. Regulations will be made in terms of the Commissions Act, 1947 and will
apply to the Commission to enable the Commission to carry out its
investigation properly and to facilitate the gathering of information by
conferring on the Commission such powers as are necessary including
the power to enter premises, secure the attendance of witnesses and
compel the production of documents.
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6. The terms of reference may be amended at any time in consultation with
the Commissioners.

7. All organs of state, institutions and stakeholders are required to co-operate
fully with the Commission.
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PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO HIGHER 
EDUCATION AND TRAINING (THE FEES COMMISSION)

1. BACKGROUND OF THE ORGANISATION

 The Technical Vocational Education and Training Colleges Governors Council (TVETCGC) 
is an organization registered with the Department of Labour as Employer Organisation.

 It is composed of the chairpersons of the Councils of the TVET Colleges in South Africa. 

 The strategic intent of the Organisation is to create a College Mindset which can serve 
as a foundation for the development of a Model College. 

 The Mindset will also serve as a beacon for carving a Road-Map intended to guide the 
development and growth of TVET Colleges.

 Our integrated strategy requires a view of the Strategic Vision, Mission, Values, 
Strategies, Systems and Policies with a view to ensuring alignment with the 
characteristics of the envisaged College Model. 

 The characteristics of which are:  “Excellence in Governance, Empowering Leadership, 
Management, Teaching and Learning, and Community Engagement Programmes”. 

 Following a strategy towards a Model College eliminates floundering and is less time-
consuming and saves resources. 

 We seek to undertake the research and scholarship within the framework of Higher 
Education to explore determine and incorporate new knowledge.8/30/2016 6



2. INTRODUCTION
 In 1994, South Africa ushered a democratic government which adopted a Constitution of 

South Africa Act 108 of 1996. 
 The constitution which enshrine the Bill of Rights in recognition of the Freedom Charter and 

other international instruments promotes democracy, freedoms, equality and human rights. 
In recognizing the rule of law, the constitution is declared a supreme law of the land.



 Indeed section 29 of the Constitution brought hope for better lives, better freedoms and 
sense of humanity to the majority of South Africans who were oppressed and dehumanised 
by the Apartheid regime. People have pinned their hopes and aspirations on the fact that 
through free education funded by the state humanity will have better understanding of their 
rights, freedoms and utilized them for the total emancipation including economic freedom.



 For this reasons, it is fundamentally correct and prudent Mr Chairperson to remind you, the 
panel and South Africans that Apartheid has done mass destruction in particular to Black 
South Africans. Of course it was brutal, it robbed us of our human dignity, and further took 
way opportunities of majority fellow black South Africans to serve its country with distinction 
by denying them the universal rights and freedom, specifically the right to Education and 
access to quality high education.
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 This marginalisation left the indigenous of South Africa with no land, no wealth but
social injustices, poverty and unemployment.

 Amongst them all, it has disarmed the indigenous of the land by not providing
access to education, ensuring that those who got to be educated were marginalised
through the offering inferior standard and quality Bantu Education.

 Indeed the oppressors have ensured that the indigenous are systematically and
structurally eliminated from playing any meaningful role in the growth and
development of the South African economy.

 Ensuring that all who purport to be actively involved is forever strategically
rendered a parasite of the oppressor’s well-orchestrated white monopoly
capitalistic economy.

 Whilst recognising the role and commitment of the government in funding and
expanding access to Post-School Education especially to blacks, the majority of
Africans in particular black people and women are still excluded from funding and
access.

 The worst part is the exclusion of majority of black students who are academically
deserving from working class by capitalistic norms and standards.
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 Today, our Organisation is presenting to you with a heart which is full of pain and excitement.
 Further confusing is the contrast between the post-schooling funding focus in relation to the country’s Strategy named the National

Development Plan (NDP).
 The NDP charges the country to produce skills that are needed to build our ailing economy.
 Hence the proclamation of the Decade of the Artisans by the Department of Higher Education and Training (DHET) which was meant to

respond to some of the requirements of the NDP.
 However, the funding of Post-Schooling education in South Africa has been distorted in terms of allocation by prioritising universities

over the TVET Colleges , the supposed skills machinery for the country.
 This critical TVET sector has suffered under-funding since 2009 when compared to other Post-Education sectors.
 This current year 2016, the TVET sector has been underfunded by almost 4.7 billion rand.
 The TVET sector was excluded when universities were compensated for the no-fees-increase in 2016 and there are currently no-fees-

increase negotiations for 2017
 No indications of TVET sector’s inclusion in the funding either.
 The TVET sector’s honourable Chairperson was excluded when universities were given 2.6 billion rand for students’ debt-relief.
 The Minister of Higher Education also offered debt-relief to universities for historic debts
 An exclusion that prompted TVET Colleges to write off bad students debts year after year
 Consequentially, colleges are currently operating under chronic financial strains.
 As a sector which was grown from the enrolment of less than 400 000 head-count within three years to a sector of 800,000 to 900, 000

enrolment head-count which is the increase of more than 100% coupled with the projected increase to 1.5 million head counts by 2019,
 Such enrolment does not speak to the equitable funding.
 The TVET sector does not have a capital budget, no funding for branding or marketing and student support funding.
 This is a sector Chairman??? that register the poor of the poorest, a sector that register academically struggling student.
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 Chair, it is indeed painful as representatives of the sector to be prompted to justify what our
fore-fathers, mothers, sons and daughters of the soil sacrificed and fought for. The indigenous
of the country are made to sit in commissions and justify why they need freedom to
education and yet there is no commission that ask people who oppressed us, why are they
not returning our land, where are our mineral resources, why have the oppressors enriched
themselves at our expense with our own resources?

 Equally, we are excited because our submission is closing the national women and TVET 
month celebrations respectively. 

 We are excited because our submission is in recognition of the injustice of the past in our 
society and educational landscape and in honour of those who suffered for justice and 
freedom in our land. 

 We are submitting this free education respecting those who have worked to build and develop
our country, with a belief that South Africa belongs to all who live in it in our diversity.

 We are excited by the recognition of individuals, young men and women from poor families 
and communities, who are inspired by the vision of this country embodied in NDP. 

 A vision to contribute to the success and growth of our economy including its human resource 
development and the healing of the divisions of the past. 

 Building a society based on democratic values, social justice and fundamental human rights
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WHY FREE POST SCHOOL EDUCATION?
 Currently South Africa subscribes to a funding framework in which costs of post school 

education are shared among the beneficiaries which is government and students.
 It is a common factor that government funding to post school education is declining annually. 
 It also worth noting that South Africa is spending 0,75% of its GDP on post school education. A 

percentage which is lower than global standard.
 The decline in post schooling funding creates undue socio economic pressure to students, 

due to increasing tuition, transport, accommodation fees and living costs. 
 As a results students resort to all sorts of action to mitigate and alleviate the pressure.
 South Africa as a country has also its challenges that necessitate consideration and 

implementation of free post school education:

-Quest for speedy economic transformation and freedom 
-Scarcity and shortage of skills in the country 
-Globalization -Required educated and skilful workforce 
-Service Delivery issues 
-Modern ICT Infrastructure -Infrastructure Developments
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 On the basis of these challenges and the quest to build, and 
grow the economy and at the same breathe addressing service 
delivery issues the country introduced and adopted National 
Development Plan. 

 The plan which became the country future vision 2012-2030. 

 The plan elevated Education as an Apex priority.

 Which means the state must in their spending reprioritise
education in a manner appropriate to meet the objective.

 The plan also requires Post-School education in particular TVET
College to be able to produce 30 000 artisan per annum by
2030.
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2.1.INTERNATIONAL TRENDS
 In European countries such as Norway, Sweden, Germany,

Finland and Denmark, free education for post school
education is offered.

 Other countries are offering free education on a limited scale 
e.g. at undergraduate level.

 Same principles is applied in countries such as Brazil, Uruguay, 
France, Scotland, and Australia.

 In United State free post school education is not introduced 
yet.

 But they are taking direction of free education. 
 The president of the United States has already made a 

proposal to make the first two years of colleges tuition free 
with certain condition
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3. TVETCGC SUBMISSION 
 That free post school education is possible and feasible in South Africa.

 What we mean by Free Post School Education is funding of all students to study in
community colleges, TVET colleges and universities.

3.1. We submit that we support free education call for higher education as stated in
the Freedom Charter and Section 29 of the Constitution of the Republic of South
Africa.

3.2. It is undeniable that the state is responsible for providing the education funding 
through FISCUS. We therefore submit that the FISCUS should have a reasonable 
percentage increase of the Income, Capital Gains and PAYE Taxes and skills levy ring 
fenced for funding free education for all public institutions. 

3.3. Furthermore, the resources ring fenced for funding private institutions according
to Section 29(4) of the Constitution of South Africa should be recalled and be used
to fund public institutions.
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4. PROPOSED FUNDING OPTIONS
4.1. FISCUS

 Education is the APEX programme of government of South Africa.
 This means that education is the highest priority of government and all

resources should be channelled such that there is no unfunded mandate as
far as education is concerned.

 While education is receiving reasonable percentage of the allocation, it is
not equitable to the average GDP percentage allocation that developing
countries ring fence for education.

 Hence it is not addressing the issue of free education in the country.
 Therefore, government must allow a sufficient percentage increase from

the FISCUS allocation to fund free education.
 We acknowledge that there are competing interests and needs for the

FISCUS, and therefore, we submit that should the percentage increase
allocation not be enough to deliver free education, the options detailed
below be explored.
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4.2. SKILLS DEVELOPMENT LEVY
4.2.1. Increase of the skills levy percentage to 5% on 

the sliding scale.

4.2.2. Consolidation of all skills levies collected in the 
country to primarily focus on free education, where 
at least 65% skills levy collected must fund free 
education and the remainder fund skills programmes.
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4.3. FUNDING OF ALL PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS BY FISCUS

4.3.1. Subsidy provided by government to all private institutions from basic to 
higher education must be reduced and the resources should thereafter be 
reallocated to fund education in public institutions.

4.3.1.1. Section 29(3) of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa 
states that everyone has a right to establish and maintain, at their expense, 
independent educational institutions. While Section 29(4) of the 
Constitution of the Republic of South Africa does not preclude the 
government to subsidise such private institutions, it does not oblige the 
state to fund them.

4.3.1.1.1. This submission is on the basis that using a private institution is a 
matter of choice and affordability with a specific target market being 
persons who can afford to study in such institutions with or without the 
government subsidy. 
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4.4. TAXES
4.4.1. Government should explore possibilities of education tax through

amending the current tax systems to cater for such an education tax fund.

4.4.1.1. Adding of a 1% percentage increase in the income tax and be ring
fenced for education tax.

4.4.1.2. Adding of a 0.5% percentage increase in the PAYE tax and be ring
fenced for education tax.

4.4.1.3. Adding of a 5% percentage increases in the Capital Gains Tax and be
ring fenced for education tax.
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4.5. NSFAS CAPACITY
4.5.1. NSFAS capacity must be strengthened as a matter of urgency to 

distribute education funds equitable and efficiently across the higher 
education sector including TVET Colleges, Community Colleges and 
Universities. This is in line with the NDP 2030 targets in growing higher 
education in order to respond to the country’s skills needs.

4.5.1.1. The biggest sector of the higher education in South Africa should be 
the TVET Colleges as the skills machinery followed by Community Colleges 
offering basic skills and the Universities focusing on the higher level soft 
skills.

4.5.2. NSFAS should have improved debt collection systems to avail more 
funds for redistribution.
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4.6. PRIVATE/PUBLIC PARTNERSHIPS ON THE PROVISION OF INFRASTRUCTURE

 Colleges through the support of the Department to enter
into private public partnership on the provision of Higher
Education on Infrastructure on the build operate and
transfer model.

 This will easy pressure of providing high capital budget on
the already strained financial resources.
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4.7. DEVELOPMENT OF INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY

 ICT is require to assist in the screening of the poor 
students and regulating the qualifying students for 
financial support. 

 Introducing E-Learning and a cost cutting manager and 
standardization of delivery of programmes.
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4.8. INSTITUTIONAL INDEPENDENCE AND AUTONOMY 
V/S FINANCIAL FUNDING MODEL
4.8.1. We submit that institutional independency and autonomy does not 

mean that government cannot regulate those institutions.

4.8.1.1. Independency and autonomy refer to academic freedom.

4.8.2. In the TVET sector, dual reporting and accountability of the colleges’
principals is a problem as the principals have to account to the council and
yet have an employer/employee relationship with the state.

4.8.2.1. This leads to principals choosing where to account and the
department undermining governing college councils.

4.8.2.2. We therefore submit that principals should be appointed by councils
and be fully accountable to the college governing body as statutory bodies
of the college as per Section 10 of the CET Act of 2006 as amended.
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4.8.3. Treatment of all Higher Education Institutions by 
the Department of Higher Education must be equal.

4.8.3.1. TVET institutions are not step children 
institutions who are after thoughts in everything e.g. 
funding, debt relief, infrastructure funding, etc.
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5. RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1. We submit that we support free education call as stated in the Freedom Charter 

and Section 29 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa.    

5.2.  We recommend to the Commission that a sustainable free education model be 
phased in on incremental basis with effect from 2017.

5.3. We submit that the FISCUS should have a sufficient percentage allocation increase 
to fund the delivery of free education for all public institutions.

5.4. We firmly recommend the reduction of subsidy funding of private institutions 
according to Section 29(4) of the Constitution of South Africa. 

5.5. There must be uniformity in the funding and distribution model by NSFAS for the 
universities, TVETs and Community Colleges. NSFAS is an agency that must 
holistically deal with the dispensing of the education funds and not the 
Department of Higher Education as this has been the major cause of strikes at the 
TVET Colleges.
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